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ACCESSORIES

Perfect for Travelling/Luggage: 65 cm total

Harpoon for Large Fish
Special equipment for large catches in Norway etc. The head of the harpoon, along with the  
retrieval rope is thrust into or completely through the fish. Then the handle is pulled back – 
making it possible to land the fish with the rope. (It is often difficult to land especially large fish 
such as halibut and cod with a gaff. This “harpoon-system” is much more effective.

Complete set includes harpoon section with rope, handle and adapter. 
Length: approx. 170 cm.

Item-No.

4486 170

Mini-telescopic Gaff  Practical for wading anglers; 
very compact transport size. Fully extended length 
including gaff-hook approx. 64 cm
Item-No.

4483 064

Gaff, 1-piece (strong) length 75 cm.
Item-No.

4483 002

Gaff, 1-piece. Sturdy and durable craftsmanship. Brass/Stainless-Steel. 
Ideal for the large ones in Norway. Length: 48 cm.
Item-No.

4482 048

Large-fish Harpoon (Telescopic)  Special equipment for large fish in Norway & Co. The headpiece of the harpoon is thrust into or through 
the hooked fish with a taught rope. Then the hand piece is pulled back with the metal piece – and the fish is pulled in by hand with the rope. 
(This is necessary because large fish such as Halibut, Cod, etc. cannot be handled with a gaff. The harpoon system is a much better solution.) 
Harpoon with rope, sturdy telescopic rod and adapter. Length total all-in-all: 145 cm. 
Special feature: compact transport size (approx. 65 cm) – great for traveling.
Item-No.

4487 180

Telescopic Gaff, 2-piece sturdy high quality gaff. Material: Brass/Stainless-Steel. 
Ideal for the big Norwegian fighters. Slip-free EVA-handle, sturdy material, hand-strap, 
sharp hook, Length: 75 – 117 cm.
Item-No.

4482 117

INSPIRE magnetic net holder with karabiner “Quick Attach” 
This is a practical solution, making it possible to lightly attach and carry the 
net on your belt or on your back. The magnet-clip allows you to access the 
net when landing a fish, and then simply return it to the magnet when fini-
shed. Complete with large rings and a karabiner. 
1 ea. SB-packaged.
Item-No.

8749 001

Deluxe-telecopic Gaff
2-piece, fully adjustable, 77-140 cm
Item-No.

4483 140

Document folder for angling license. 
Item-No.
9050 000
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Masterstand
Surf-Rod Stands 
of the premium class.

Also excellent for 
freshwater angling!

Assambly table for Surf-Casting
(without tripod)

Luminous Plastic-Parts

Pict. Item-No.
A Bivvy Hammered End  Black

8906 001

B Bivvy Hammered End  Luminous

8906 002

C Special Umbrella-stake  secure hold due to double 
pronged construction. Ø 23 mm

8906 006

D Special Umbrella-stake  secure hold, 
strong construction. Screw-down stake: 
Ideal for solid ground. Ø 27 mm

8906 007

E Swivel-Storm-Cap  
Fasteners for umbrellas (on sand banks) for wind. 

8192 006

STONFO Assembly table – for Surf-cast Angling
In order to comply with the high standards and demands of the surf-
caster, this well designed STONFO “Bait-Station” was developed. 
Its special joint assembly set allows it to be attached to all standard 
tripods with ease. An ideal solution for keeping surf-cast rigs, scis-
sors, hook removers, lead sinkers, bait etc. at your reach. (Delivered 
without surf-rod holder and accessories as illustrated on the table).
Size: approx.. 37 x 27 cm
Item-No.

8809 002

Stabile, strong and perfectly thought through rod-stand for days at the sea. 
 Produced from aluminum; therefore comfortable to transport: Freely adjustable 
up to 1,80 m. Handles 2 rods. A water bucket can be hung on the hook. Comes 
with 2 different rod-cradles; everything packed together in a transport bag 
(Note: Also suitable for freshwater-angling; but not suitable for catfish angling).
Item-No.

8934 001




